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I. NELYGYBĖS ŽEMĖLAPIS

Trys nelygybės (ir jų sąveika)
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II. PAMATINĖ CB-Ų
PARADIGMA

Paradigma
• Full employment abandoned; NAIRU
• Loanable funds modelis
– r, o ne Y kaip ekonomiką balansuojantis kintamasis
– r* (pusiausvyros reali palūkanų norma)
– Tayloro taisyklė (r*>0)
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New Keynesian (Monetary) Consensus
 “Inflation-first” Central banks’ objective: Inflation targeting
 consumer prices
 not financial assets or real estate prices + moping up after a bubble as crisis management

 Full employment essentially abandoned (or lip service)
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NAIRU fallacy

“NAIRU in its new specification is still largely determined by actual unemployment”
Source: Sebastian Gechert, Katja Rietzler and Silke Tober (2015), The European Commission’s New
NAIRU: Does it Deliver?, IMK WP 124
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Loanable funds fallacy
• Knut Wicksell (1898) „Interest and Prices“ on “natural interest rate”:
– There is a certain rate of interest on loans which is neutral in respect to commodity prices,
and tend neither to raise nor to lower them. This is necessarily the same as the rate of
interest which would be determined by supply and demand if no use were made of money
and all lending were effected in the form of real capital goods. It comes to much the same
thing to describe it as the current value of the natural rate of interest on capital.
– Now if money is loaned at this same rate of interest, it serves as nothing more than a
cloak to cover a procedure which, from the purely formal point of view, could have been
carried on equally well without it. The conditions of economic equilibrium are fulfilled in
precisely the same manner.

• Thomas I. Palley (1996): the approach should be called “loanable
commodities” approach → NOT A MODEL FOR MONETARY ECONOMIES!!!
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Loanable funds fallacy
• Neo-Wicksellian loanable funds framework is the basis of modern
macroeconomics and monetary policy (thanks to Michael Woodford et al.).
• Implications:
– “Natural real interest rate equates S and I at full employment”
– Fiscal policy: crowding out

• Randall Wray (2013) http://neweconomicperspectives.org/2013/11/bowbubble-larry-summerian-endorses-bubbleonian-madness-paul-krugmanembraces-hansenian-stagnation-thesis.html:
– Wicksellian notion came back via the Expecations Fairy. If the Chairman can send out a
boatload of Fairies to convince “markets” that inflation will rise, then the Fed can control
both the nominal rate and expected inflation. It can make the “real” market rate equal to
the Wicksellian “real” natural rate that equates saving and investment in the Loanable
Funds market.
– Keynes had already dealt with this. He argued that the old Loanable Funds model is wrong,
because it has investment demand and saving supply determining the interest rate, but we
know that investment equals saving regardless of the interest rate. No, it is adjustment of
income that equates saving and investment. He further argued, therefore, that any
interest rate is a natural rate in the sense that it is consistent with saving and investment
equilibrium.
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Loanable funds and ZLB
http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/02/06/zero-bounds-and-butter-mountains-wonkish/?_r=0

 Thomas Palley (2016):
 for the New Keynesians ZLB is just another rigidity
 but it might be stabilizing, negative interest rates can be
destabilizing!
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Loanable funds fallacy
• Randall Wray (2013) http://neweconomicperspectives.org/2013/11/bowbubble-larry-summerian-endorses-bubbleonian-madness-paul-krugmanembraces-hansenian-stagnation-thesis.html:
– Now this might all sound like a quibble, a semantic difference from the arguments of
Summers and Krugman—they, too, argue that ex post saving always equals ex post
investment, so the problem is that rates are currently too high to allow that equality to
occur at full employment. True enough. However, their argument is based in “real” terms
while Keynes’s was in nominal terms.
– Keynes clearly anticipated the problem that the hypothetical neutral rate might need to
be negative for the saving=investment equilibrium to be consistent with full employment.
Where he parted company with the Hicks-Hansen-Samuelson ISLM Keynesians was over
the belief that this is a problem to be resolved with monetary policy.
– Keynes argued that the cause of unemployment is not really that the interest rate is too
high but that the “marginal efficiency of capital” (the return to investment) is too low.
The MEC can easily be negative: looking to the future, if investment is expected to produce
losses, the MEC is negative and there is no monetary policy that can induce firms to take
those losses. For Keynes, there was no reason to introduce a notion of “real”—the problem
is nominal. Yes, the nominal rate cannot fall below zero, but the nominal expected returns
can be negative. So, no investment, no matter how loose monetary policy is.
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Loanable funds fallacy
• Randall Wray (2013) http://neweconomicperspectives.org/2013/11/bowbubble-larry-summerian-endorses-bubbleonian-madness-paul-krugmanembraces-hansenian-stagnation-thesis.html:
– Keynes did perceive some advantage of inflation, which can raise the future expected
returns relative to today’s cost of investing. That would raise the MEC relative to the
(nominal) interest rate. This is not because some imaginary “real” rate becomes zero but
rather because the MEC rises with higher expected returns. However, in a slump with
depressed expectations, even Fleets of Fairies will not do the trick. You need some real
evidence that things will get better. And it must be personalized: a higher general rate of
inflation does not mean that your expected returns will be higher. You want more demand.
Even if monetary policy could cause inflation, you need higher expected sales to induce
putting in place more capacity. Monetary policy cannot guarantee that.
– You need fiscal policy.
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Macro adjustment: a summary
 Mainstream: MonP works, loanable funds,
Wicksell’s natural real interest rate, Taylor rule etc.
If (for some reason) private S desired > I desired:
(↓)S ex post (↓r) – (↑)I ex post (↓r) + (BD = 0) = 0
Note: BD – budget deficit

 Keynes:
a) MonP is weak, Y adjusts, if FiscPol doesn’t react:
(↓)S ex post (↓Y, r) – (↓)I ex post (↓Y, r) + (BD = 0) = 0
b) if FiscPol reacts:
(=)S ex post (Y, r) – (↑)I ex post (Y, r) + (↑BD) = 0
2017.10.05
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Loanable funds fallacy: Keynes
 Keynes GT (14 ch.):
– ... the traditional analysis is faulty because it has failed to isolate correctly the
independent variables of the system. Saving and Investment are the determinates of the
system, not the determinants. They are the twin results of the system’s determinants …
[aggregate demand] …
– The traditional analysis has been aware that saving depends on income but it has
overlooked the fact that income depends on investment, in such fashion that, when
investment changes, income must necessarily change in just that degree which is
necessary to make the change in saving equal to the change in investment.
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Loanable funds fallacy: Keynes
• “In my Treatise on Money I defined what purported to be a unique rate of
interest, which I called the natural rate of interest - namely, the rate of
interest which, in the terminology of my Treatise, preserved equality
between the rate of saving (as there defined) and the rate of investment ….. I
had, however, overlooked the fact that in any given society there is, on this
definition, a different natural rate of interest for each hypothetical level of
employment.
• And, similarly, for every rate of interest there is a level of employment for
which the rate is the ‘natural’ rate, in the sense that the system will be in
equilibrium with that rate of interest and that level of employment. Thus it
was a mistake to speak of the natural rate of interest or to suggest that the
above definition would yield a unique value for the rate of interest
irrespective of the level of employment. I had not then understood that, in
certain conditions, the system could be in equilibrium with less than full
employment” (Keynes, 1936, pp. 242-243).
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III. R*

r* neegzistuoja
 “Wicksell treated the natural rate of interest as
a real rate of interest in the sense that it
equated the forces of productivity and thrift, as
if saving and investment were undertaken in
real goods (in natura) …. . Monetary equilibrium
was said to exist when the market rate of
interest, determined in the market for credit,
equaled the natural rate, determined by the
real forces of productivity and thrift. Any
discrepancy between the market and natural
rates produced cumulative inflation or
deflation.” (Rogers 2001: 545).
2017.10.05
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r* neegzistuoja
 “The natural rate of interest is a real rate in the
sense that it is supposedly determined in a market
in which saving and investment are undertaken in
natura. However, the fact is that in any but the
most primitive economy no such ‘capital’ market
exists, and the natural rate of interest, as
envisaged by Wicksell and Robertson, does not
exist either. The concept of the natural rate of
interest is not merely non-operational: it is an
abstract special case of no general theoretical
significance. It cannot, therefore, provide the
theoretical foundations for an operational loanable
funds theory of the rate of interest”
 (Rogers, C. 1989. Money, Interest and Capital: A
Study in the Foundations of Monetary Theory,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.)
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r* „New Keynesian“ (NCM) modeliuose
 r* neegzistuoja net CB-ų NK modeliuose, tik jie to nesupranta
 P. Arestis “New Consensus Macroeconomics and Keynesian Critique”:
http://www.neweconomicthinking.org/downloads/P_Arestis_NCM%20AND%20KEYN%20CRITIQUE.pdf

• The NCM model portrays an economy in which the interest rate can
be adjusted to secure equilibrium in terms of a zero output gap and
a balance between aggregate demand and aggregate supply
(alternatively between planned savings and planned investment). The
rate at which this materializes is, to repeat, the real equilibrium rate of
interest.
• But it is the case that a shift in the state of confidence and
expectations leading to a shift in the investment schedule would lead
to a shift in the real equilibrium rate of interest.
• Arestis and Sawyer (2008), show that any real equilibrium rate of
interest would be defined for a specific fiscal stance, specific world
demand and specific set of ‘animal spirits’ influencing investment, in
addition to preferences and technology.
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New Keynesian (Monetary) Consensus
 Central bank’s loss function:
L = (y – ye)2 + β(π – πT)2
 Phillips curve constraint:
π = π-1 + α(y – ye)
 Taylor rule as the reaction function:
rt – rs = h1(πt – πT) + h2(yt – ye)
Pusiausvyroje rs > 0, apie 2%, pavyzdžiui.
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IV. QE IR KITI BŪDAI PADĖTI
WALL STREET‘UI

Wall Street first
 Padėkime Wall Street‘ui prieš padedant Main
Street‘ui – tokia eilė
 Sena tradicija: „Greenspan‘s put“, „mop up
later“ strategy
 Moderniau: Roger Farmer monetary model:
animal spirits, belief function, CB-ai turi
targetinti akcijų rinką!
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QE

QE...
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V. CB-Ų IGNORUOTI TOKSINIAI
KREDITO PROCESAI

Kur eina „prastasis“ kreditas
„Prastasis“ ir
„blogasis“ kreditas

Skola finansuojamas
M&A bumas
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Akcijų buy-backs

Būsto bumas
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Commons privatizacija

Ponzi finansavimas
(paskolų evergreening,
zombiai bankai ir įmonės)
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Procesas: M&A
Iniciatorius:
agresyvus
perėmimas
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Investicinis
bankas gauna
riebius
komisinius

Perimta įmonė
užskolinama,
lėšos plaukia
bankams
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Įmonė sumažina
įsipareigojimus
darbuotojams,
mažina I, R&D

Iniciatorius
perparduoda
įmonę su dideliu
pelnu
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Procesai: akcijų bumai/reformos/buy-backs
Kredito
augimas, pvz.
būstui

CEO
kompensuojami
stock options
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Būsto
pardavėjai,
statytojai gauna
pinigų

CEO atsiranda
negeros
paskatos pakelt
akcijų kainą

Dalis jų
nukeliauja į
akcijų rinką

CEO
nusprendžia
supirkti savo
įmonės akcijas
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+ Fully-funded
pensijų
„reformos“

Tą daro
paprastai už
paskolas

Akcijų rinkos
kyla, 1% turtėja

Įmonė
užskolinama,
CEO praturtėja
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Procesai: būsto kainų bumas
Bankai
(dereguliavimas,
Basel w) etc.:
pradinis impulsas
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Būsto kainos
didėja

Kaimynas
praturtėjo iš
būsto
perpardavimo
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Įsilieja kiti,
norintys kapitalo
pelno

Burbulas, bankų
pelnai, bonusai,
ūkio išsunkimas,
finansų krizė...
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Procesas: commons privatizacija
Bendruomeninis
nemokamai
naudojamas
turtas
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Atsiranda
gudrutis
„viarslininkas“

Bendruomeninis
turtas
privatizuojamas
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Banko paskola,
šlagbaumas
(tollbooth)

Renta
viarslininkui,
palūkanos bankui,
visuomenė moka
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VI. FINANSIALIZACIJA IR
NELYGYBĖ

Naujas, netvarus ciklas
Stagnant median
real wages;
widening
inequality

Slower
productivity
growth

AD supported by
borrowing/asset
price inflation

Sluggish
investment growth
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Full employment
abandoned
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Financializacija: pajamų perskirstymas
GDP by Income

Capital

Labour

+

-

Profits of financial
sector +

Profits of nonfinancial sector
-

Managers' share
+

Workers' share
-

Source: Palley, T. (2013), Financialization, Palgrave.
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Finansializacija ir nelygybė

Source: Bezemer, D. (2012).
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VII. RENTA, RENTIER,
PALŪKANŲ ESMĖ

Ne primityvusis „turtingi“ vs. „vargšai“

Dideles pajamas gaunantys
vs.
Nedideles pajamas gaunantys
Nepelnytai

Pelnytai

Dideles pajamas gaunantys
Nedideles pajamas gaunantys
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Renta, taupymas, investicijos
•

Michael Hudson:
–
–
–

•

renta – tai ne pajamos
bet Nacionalinėse sąskaitose tokio išskyrimo nėra
atseit, „visos pajamos vienodai gerbtinos“

Neortodoksai:
–
–
–
–

moderniose ekonomikose palūkanos – ne „auka už susilaikymą“ (nuo grūdų sėklos suvalgymo)
taupymas (S) – tiesiog „ne vartojimas“, tas mažina paklausa, potencialiai ir I
S, I – daro skirtingi žmonės
S = I ex post, nes kažkas prarado darbą dėl tavo taupymo, ir negalėjo įgyvendinti savo S plano...

•
•

Didžioji dalis šiuolaikinės privačios pinigų gaminimo mašinos generuoja rentą
Teigiamos realios palūkanos už indėlius – irgi renta (žr. kitą skaidę, Keynes GT (1936))

•

Economists routinely estimate ‘public seigniorage income’, or the amount of money
the government earns from its monopoly on issuing bank notes. However they do not
estimate ‘private seigniorage’, or the amount of money banks make by issuing deposit
money. This is remarkable as, in the Eurozone, banks create about 94% of all money.
Using the concept of ‘private seigniorage’, an upper limit can be calculated for the Euro
Area of (at this moment) about €300 billion, or €1,000 per Euro Area inhabitant, for
these rents. www.worldeconomicsassociation.org/newsletterarticles/privateseigniorage/

•
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Keynes‘as apie palūkanas (GT, 1936)
•

There is, however, a second, much more fundamental inference from our argument
which has a bearing on the future of inequalities of wealth; namely, our theory of
the rate of interest.
• The justification for a moderately high rate of interest has been found hitherto in the
necessity of providing a sufficient inducement to save. But we have shown that the
extent of effective saving is necessarily determined by the scale of investment and
that the scale of investment is promoted by a low rate of interest, provided that we
do not attempt to stimulate it in this way beyond the point which corresponds to full
employment. Thus it is to our best advantage to reduce the rate of interest to that
point relatively to the schedule of the marginal efficiency of capital at which there is
full employment.
• Now, though this state of affairs would be quite compatible with some measure of
individualism, yet it would mean the euthanasia of the rentier, and, consequently,
the euthanasia of the cumulative oppressive power of the capitalist to exploit the
scarcity-value of capital. Interest today rewards no genuine sacrifice, any more than
does the rent of land. The owner of capital can obtain interest because capital is
scarce, just as the owner of land can obtain rent because land is scarce.
www.marxists.org/reference/subject/economics/keynes/general-theory/ch24.htm
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VIII. IŠVADOS + PASIŪLYMAI

CBs just riding on the Minsky’s credit cycle?

Source: Mayer, Thomas (2012), Europe’s Unfinished Currency, Anthem Press, p. 92.
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All macro policies/money creation process
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MacPru, not MonP is the main playground
 Kuodis (2015), “Policy trade-offs in CESEE and elsewhere”, in The Challenge of
Economic Rebalancing in Europe Perspectives for CESEE Countries (edited by
Ewald Nowotny, Doris Ritzberger-Grünwald and Helene Schuberth), Edward
Elgar):
 Unfortunately,

most of the central banks have focused mainly on moving along the credit
demand curves (by changing policy rates), but failed to control the process of rapid shifting
out of these curves. Since more and more private credit had been flowing to the real estate
sector, this did not have the first-order impact on the central banks’ target – consumer price
indices, which, conveniently for central banks, exclude investment goods such as newly-built
houses.
 Therefore, in the future, central banks should shift most of the burden from the monetary
policy (that is, moving along stationary credit demand curves), to the much more important
game in town – runaway shifting out of the credit demand curves. And the policy which
should be assigned this larger role is the macroprudential policy.
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Distributional effects of monetary policy
• Kuodis (2015), “Policy trade-offs in CESEE and elsewhere”, in The
Challenge of Economic Rebalancing in Europe Perspectives for
CESEE Countries (edited by Ewald Nowotny, Doris RitzbergerGrünwald and Helene Schuberth), Edward Elgar):
– Let me now turn to the issue, which, regretfully, has received relatively
little attention in the mainstream economic theory – the distributional
effects of monetary policy. This topic is clearly related to the policies’burden-sharing problem discussed above.
– The argument that the official interest rate should be downgraded as
the main tool for dealing with the financial cycle can also be supported
by the distributional dimension, which has finally got the deserved public
attention with the publication of Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the TwentyFirst Century.
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Fair interest rate
• Kuodis (2014): What level of real interest rates is fair? Post Keynesians argue
that 0%, mainly because “profit, not interest, is the reward for enterprise”.
• John Smithin ("The theory of interest rates", an entry by John Smithin, in
Philip Arestis, Malcolm Sawyer (eds.) (2006), A Handbook of Alternative
Monetary Economics, Edward Elgar):
– the real value of existing sums of money, representing past effort in the form of work and
enterprise, would be preserved, but there would be no increase in their value arising from
the mere possession of money. Further accumulation would only be possible by
contributing further work or enterprise, or assuming further risk. This state of affairs
would not, however, really constitute the ‘euthanasia of the rentier’ (Keynes, 1936), as it
is not the nominal interest rate that is set at zero but the real rate. Accumulated financial
capital at least retains its original real value.

• Real interest rate is mostly a distributional parameter, dear
CBs!!!
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Kodėl realios palūkanos t/b ~0%
• Ulrich’as Bindseil’is (ECB) savo knygose apie pinigų politiką ir jos
įgyvendinimą teigia, kad r > 0, nes kapitalo reali grąža paprastai > 0, todėl
galimas arbitražas.
• Galima sugalvoti situaciją, kada fiziškai taip: medis priauga apimties
kiekvienais metais
• Tačiau, jo pardavimo kaina po metų yra nežinoma, todėl toks arbitražas g/b
nuostolingas.
• Keynes‘as: firmos susiduria su nominalia, o ne realia problema, spręsdamos
ar investuoti į kapitalą – nominalios pajamos t/b didesnės už kaštus, o pelnas
turi padengti nominalias palūkanas bankui.
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Policy mix: past and future?
MonPol
10

Neoclassicals
(Post)Keynesians

8

6
4
2
IncomesPol

0

FiscPol

MacroPru
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